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SUMMARY

Introduction: Bilateral vestibular loss is a high morbidity condition. Until today the conventional vestibular rehabilitation (VR) has been the choice therapy in the partial resolution of the disease.

Objective: To evaluate the effectiveness of an equipment of sensory substitution in patients already submitted to the conventional VR.

Method: Five patients were submitted to the stimulation by the equipment of sensory substitution denominated BrainPort, that acts in the lingual surface emitting electrotactiles pulses that allow the perception of the head’s displacement. That equipment substitutes the lost vestibular information. The evaluation pre and post intervention was accomplished by the computerized dynamic posturography (CDP) and analogue visual scale (AVS).

Results: All the patients obtained improvement, in AVS and in CDP overcoming resulted previously obtained with conventional VR.

Conclusion: Our preliminary data suggest that BrainPort operated is an efficient way as sensory substitute in the recovery of the corporal balance, overcoming the improvement previously obtained by conventional vestibular rehabilitation.
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INTRODUCTION

The synaptic model of neurocommunication in the Central Nervous System (CNS) ruled the neuroscientists for more than one century. With the appearance of the molecular biology and of the retaken of the concepts of neuronal plasticity in adults, it became clear the existence of alternative and economic mechanisms in the transmission of information. The non-synaptic diffusion neurotransmission (NDN), also referred to as transmission by volume, is being shown as the main mechanism in the transference of information in the CNS and presents an important role in the recovery of damaged areas (1,2).

The bilateral loss of the vestibular function or the bilateral vestibular reflex depression (BVRD), defined as the total lack of response of the vestibular system to the movement stimulus, results in multiple problems in the control of the posture and displacement, instability of pace and balance difficulties. Its most common etiology are toxicity by drugs, skull-encephalic injuries, meningitis, labyrinthitis, bilateral tumors, otosclerosis and several other factor, inclusively those associated with age (3). The main symptoms described by patients with BVRD are oscillopsia and unbalance. The first one is the “lack of sharpness” of the image derived from the loss of fixation of the object in the retina, resulting from the non operation of the vestibular and ocular reflex (4). But the unbalance increases in dark environments and irregular surfaces, as it is required at least two information systems to maintain the body balance. In the absence of a functional vestibular system, the CNS presents a difficulty to integrate properly the conflicting information between the visual and proprioceptive systems.

Up to current time, the preferred treatment for these patients is the vestibular rehabilitation (VR), which is efficient in up to 50% of the cases (5,6). Once the therapy is performed, the final result is definitive, there being, up to the moment, no other option to recover the possible residual limitations.

Despite the exclusion of the peripheral information, these patients keep the sensorial integration central mechanisms to maintain the postural stability. Thus, it could be possible to connect one artificial displacement receptor to the brain structures, associated with perception, integration and issuance of answers referring to the body balance, promoting, then, a reorganization of the cortical map and subsequent compensation of the damaged system (7). Once connected to the CNS through a man-machine interface (MMI), the artificial receptors may provide information and restore the functional regularity. Such receptors would be part of an equipment the information of which the brain accepts and controls as a natural part of its body (8,9). The MMI would provide to people with sensorial and motor damages a manner to use the CNS through artificial mechanisms in order to restore the lost abilities (10). This sensorial substitution process becomes possible thanks to the neuronal plasticity.

With this intention, Tyler, Danilov and Bach-y-Rita developed a vestibular substitution system and showed that the postural coordination can be restored using an MMI that employs an exclusive standard of electro-tactile stimulation on tongue’s surface. This new biofeedback form was possible through equipment called BrainPort and it is based on the current concepts of NDN (11).

The BrainPort equipment transmits to the brain information about head’s position (generally provided by the vestibular system) through a sensorial substitution channel: the tongue’s surface. The use of the tongue as an optimal sensorial body is well established and grounded in its characteristics: nervous fibers’ high density and sensitivity, in addition to the physical properties that provide reception and maintenance of the electric contact. In order the brain can properly interpret the information from a sensorial substitution device, it is not required that the information is presented the same way as the natural sensorial system. It is just required to code accurately the action potentials of an alternative information channel. With training, the brain learns to interpret properly the information and use it in accordance with the natural and ordinary perception data (12,13).

This study aims at assessing the efficiency of the BrainPort as a sensorial substitute of the vestibular organs in patients with BVRD who did not have a good response to the conventional vestibular rehabilitation.

Method

This is a clinic essay, previously judged and approved by the Ethics Commission for Research Project Analysis - CAPPesq of the Clinic Executive Board of Hospital das Clínicas of the Medicine School of Universidade de São Paulo (University of São Paulo) (FMUSP).

The patients were selected from the Ambulatory of Otorhinolaryngology, of the Subject “Otorhinolaryngology” of the FMUSP after their explanation, acceptance and signature of the free and clarified agreement.

The subjects with body balance disturbance due to BVRD were included, and they should have concluded a treatment by RV without reaching a satisfactory result. The exclusion criteria were injuries in the oral cavity and tongue, tobaccoism, electric implantations such as heart.
pacing devices, neuro-degenerative diseases, and orthopedic injuries of inferior limbs.

The patients included in the study were assessed by their clinic history, Otorhinolaryngologic exam, exam of the skull pairs, balance and brain tests, electronystagmography, decreasing pendular rotatory test (DPRT) and by the protocol of the Sensorial Integration Test (SIT) of the Computerized Dynamic Posturography (CDP).

After the clinic characterization, the patients were then submitted to the intervention with the BrainPort equipment: Patients were offered tasks that present a progressive difficulty of posture change during the use of the equipment, which took 15 minutes per session, in two daily sessions held at 3 to 4 hours intervals. The training was delivered along 6 intercalated days (3 times per week, during 2 weeks) totaling 12 sessions. The assessment of the clinic response to the treatment was made by the SIT of the CDP and by an analogous-visual scale (AVS) that characterizes the evolution of the symptoms pursuant to three criteria:

- remission (R): corresponding to 100% mitigation of symptoms.
- partial recovery (PR): corresponds to recovery of 50% to 90% of the symptoms.
- without recovery (WM): corresponds to a recovery percentage of symptoms below 50%.

For the analysis of the CDP (SIT) results, there has been considered the sensorial analysis and the balance index (BI).

**Equipment**

There are two elements that integrate the BrainPort device:

1. a 2x2 cm board attached to an accelerometer with 100 electrodes is placed on the surface of the tongue and detects the inclination and displacement of the head, in accordance with the body displacement;
2. a device that has microcontrollers, sign processor, battery, timer and use control (Picture 1).

The stimulation on the surface of the tongue is created by a sequence of pulses. The patient controls the tension level and one safety circuit monitors the outlet of the stimulus, deactivating the system if the pre-defined current threshold is exceeded. The patient is able to turn on the equipment, adjust the stimulation intensity and centralize the stimulus in the electrode board using the controls.

The use of the equipment requires a instruction session in which the patient must learn how to use the stimulus perceived in the tongue and adjust his posture to keep it in the center of the board. The patient begins the training in the sit down or stand up position, with its head centralized and this position is recorded by a sensor that shall use it as the zero reference. At this moment, a stimulus is provided in the center of the board and it corresponds to the center of the tongue. With the displacement of the body, the stimulus also moves itself and the patient shall be instructed to keep the centralized stimulation – in the middle of the electrode board – as a response to its postural correction.

**Training Protocol**

DAY 1 – Assessment through CDP
1st session of 15-minute training
3-4 hours interval.
2nd session of 15-minute training

DAYS 2 to 6 – The procedure was repeated from the second to the sixth training day. At the end of the second session on the sixth day, the patients were submitted to an assessment by CDP and application of AVS.

The statistic analysis includes a drawing describing the cases.

**Results**

The sample comprised 5 cases of bilateral post-caloric vestibular reflex depression, 4 male patients and 1 female patient, with ages ranging from 54 to 74 years old (average of 60.6).

Besides not presenting a response to the bilateral
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Table 1. Representation of patients, ages and etiologies of the vestibular reflex depression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Etiology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - IC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Ototoxity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - CBM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Infective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - CEMN</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Ototoxity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - JS</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Idiopathic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - BAM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The etiologic diagnose and the age can be observed in Table 1.

The final balance index (BI) of the pre and post treatment CDP have its distribution represented in Table 2, with an average of 34.8 in the pre-treatment stage and 61.0 in the post treatment stage.

The results of the clinic recovery with the proposed treatment using the BrainPort equipment are shown in Graph 1, in accordance with the AVS’s criteria. The clinic recovery occurred in 100% of the cases, 2 with remission of the symptoms (40%) and 3 with partial recovery (60%) on the last day of the treatment.

The CDP data before and after the use of the BrainPort was also recorded and are reported here in Picture 2.

Discussion

The BrainPort equipment appeared during the search for even more effective therapies in the treatment of vestibular diseases. The said equipment provides an electro-tactile stimulation on the surface of the tongue – sensorial substitution channel – and transmits to the CNS the information about head’s positioning (12,13). Probably, the most successful sensorial substitution system up to the present time is the Braille system, which allows “reading” information with finger tips, which are sensorial substitutes (9,10). With the training, the subjects are conditioned to use the information coming from a sensorial substitution equipment, recovering information from a damaged system. Thus, the CNS is able to reorganize a sensorial damage or loss. All these said aspects are grounded on the current concepts of non-synaptic diffusion neurotransmission (NDN).

The bilateral vestibular reflex depression (BVRD) is a clinic condition that imposes several limitations and offers few recovery possibilities. Despite it is not frequent in patients with body unbalance, its morbidity required we pursue methods that, if not resolutory, at least offer to patients a better life quality. The limitations imposed on patients with BVRD include the lack of clarity of the image, which impairs the reading and driving activities. Further, they present an important unbalance in the pace, which takes away from them the firmness upon walking, impairing their displacement, especially in the external environments (5,6,14).

Our intention in this study was to assess this equipment’s sensorial substitution capacity (BrainPort),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Pre - IE</th>
<th>Post - IE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graph 1. Distribution of patients as to the clinical recovery after treatment with BrainPort.

Picture 2. Sensorial analysis of patient 5 before and after the treatment with BrainPort. SOM = somatosensory function; VIS = visual function; VEST = vestibular function; PREF = visual preference. Note: The dark bars represent a performance below the ordinary standard for the age.
improve the balance indexes in BVRD in patients already submitted to the conventional vestibular rehabilitation, as from which there is no professed treatment. We assessed in this study a sample of 2 cases of ototoxicity (40% of the sample), which is similar to the prevalence reported in literature (5,6). The others correspond to the traumatic, infectious and idiopathic etiologies, which make part of the etiologies responsible for the BVRD.

As to the assessment criteria, we used not only the electronystagmographic exam (ENG) but the PRPD. The most used exam in the investigation of the labyrinth dysfunctions is the ENG, which allows the analysis of the response of each labyrinth separately, but, however, it does not record the range of the physiologic frequency corresponding to the ocular-vestibular reflex. Thus, in order to record the low and high frequencies of the angular acceleration (0,1 to 1Hz), we used the PRPD that allows the assessment of the vestibular function in both sides (17). The PRPD is the gold standard for the diagnosis of the bilateral vestibular losses, as it is possible to be absence of response to ENG, but with response present in other tests.

The CDP allows testing and quantifying the postural stability under several conditions, measuring the participation and interaction of several sensorial measurements (visual, vestibular and somatosensory). It assesses objectively the impact of the vestibular loss and selects the systems compromised in the maintenance of the balance. In BVRD, the largest loss is noticed under the 5 and 6 conditions, which are typically vestibular, with a quick loss of balance and falls. In the post treatment CDP example (Picture 2), there was no recovery of the vestibular system, but the potentialization of the visual and proprioceptive participation was critical for patient’s clinic recovery, as well as the final increase of IE - 50 (18).

In a previous study, when we assess the result of the Vestibular Rehabilitation (VR) in patients with BVRD, 87.5% of the subjects referred to a recovery and, even with different descriptions, they unanimously reported the increase of the body stability (19). In this new study, preliminary data suggests that the BrainPort acted efficiently as a sensorial substitute in the recovery of the body balance, exceeding the recovery previously obtained by the conventional RV.

**CONCLUSION**

Our preliminary data suggests that the BrainPort acted efficiently as a sensorial substitute in the recovery of the body balance, exceeding the recovery previously obtained by the conventional RV.
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